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INTRODUCTION

The implementation of tram delivery systems in
combination with larger volumes of ANFO as the
detonating charge has drastically changed the
structure of our avalanche control routes and
openings of the mountain to the pUblic. From
A1pental's opening as a ski area in 1967, the
avalanche terrain with its interspersed cliffs
required that some daily control work be done in
a fashion other than hand routes. At first,
military artillery was the natural answer. Many
winters required over 600 rounds of 75mm
recoilless rifle ammunition. This artillery
program needed to be followed by "clean-up"
hand control routes and was plagUed by post
control releases. In the early 1980's some 50Ib
test shots 'Here lowered by simple belay lines
into the International cliffs area in an effort to
reduce dependence on the dwindling artillery
ammunition supply.

The results of the early tests were extremely
favorable and initiated speculation that artillery
could completely be replaced by large charges if
some method 'Here installed to provide an
effective delivery of the explosives. By 1988
A1pental had erected four "Pivoting Boom"
devices and was routinely deploying 50lb ANFO
charges (Redden, L., 1988) to the Upper and
Lower International areas. The recoilless rifle
for the International shots was still set up for the
season but used very seldom. Meanwhile the

,:., use .of the Edelweiss Bowl area rifle was being
cut In half by an ANFO charge delivery cable
that served the top portion of the bowl. A
second cable has since been installed in 10'Her
Edelweiss Bowl and the rifle is no longer set up
for this area. The pivoting booms have been
replaced by cable systems that position the
~rges farther away from the cliff face. This
Increased distance from the cliff face produces a
larger area of influence from the charge because
the shock wave from the blast hits more spots at
a more direct angle.
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While the primary motivation for the larger
charges was to provide an alternative to artillery
dependence, other benefits became apparent as
the technique evolved. Improved avalanche
hazard mitigation and reduction of exposure to
the control team members were the initial
concerns that were focused on. Before the
introduction of large charges the multiple
pockets in the cliffs were notoriously difficult to
effectively control by artillery placement or by
throwing blind hand charges from the top. There
were simply too many individual pockets to
control by exact placement and as a result
unexpected avalanches onto open ski runs were
not uncommon. Post-control release
avalanches were also a concern with the artillery
and hand charge program. With the current
method, the 50Ib charges are launched from a
safe area and positioned in the cliffs to create
large blasts that often influence an area over
300 feet wide including the nooks and crannies.
Also, the problem of post-control releases has
nearly disappeared in areas where the large
charges are used.

CONCLUSION
The conversion to ANFO air-blasts has
unquestionably resulted in better avalanche
initiation and decreased post control incidents as
well as a safer working environment. With
ANFO costing less than 20% the price per
pound of gelatin dynamites, it was easy to
assume that some kind of saving was being
made. The methods used for deploying the
charges have evolved into profICient routines
and the economic efficiency of this method of
control work can finally be reasonably
calculated. The reduced number of hand route
shots and the near termination of artillery
dependence has produced a 59% reduction in
man-hour expenditures as well as a 48%
reduction in material costs for opening the
mountain on routes where large ANFO blasts
are used.
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